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TRAINING SESSION: 1V1 DEFENDING

Objectives

To learn proper defensive technique for closing down attacking players in a 1v1 situation

Individual defending - Preparation

1 v 1

Balls, players, cones

Intensity: 4

07:00 min
(2 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
1) Speed to close the space2) Side on to
dictate play3) Lower body weight for good
balance4) Good footwork; side to side, no
cross-over; pivot on back foot to open hips

Description
1) Defender passes ball to attacker, then
closes him down2) Attacker dribbles at
defender for 2-3 touches then plays back
across to next player in line3) Attacker
becomes the new defender and so
onPROGRESSION:Increase the space, and now
attacking player includes a change of
direction while dribbling to force defender
to change their body shape prior to passing

Individual Defending-  Preparation Stage

10 Players

2 sets @ colored vests,
12-15 Field Markers, 10
balls

Intensity: 3

20:00 min
(4 x 04:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
(1) Perception of speed- timing to arrive at
or before the ball arrives.(2) Deceleration
to prepare for controlled pressure. (Agility
and balance integrated)(3) Environment cues
to determine angle and distance of defensive
starting position.

Description
Preparation Stage: Physical warming and
tech-tact build-up of concepts and
techniques related to individual defending.

1v2 to counter goal

1 v 2

Balls, cones, bibs,
mini-goal

Intensity: 7

10:00 min
(3 x 03:00 min, 00:30 min rest)

Coaching Points
Body shape, side on to split attackersFoot
work and balance to discourage the pass and
be prepared for the dribble.Timing of the
tackle - bad touch, attackers back gets
turned, just before endlineCan you maintain
possession; score after winning possession?

Description
Defender plays ball out to 2 attackers then
closes down the ball.Attackers try to score
by dribbling across the endline.Defender
tries to score by winning possession and
scoring in the counter goal.

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 00:03 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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